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Students want to &Versify campus
By Kea Grulich

needs to be more accepting of the scholarships.
diversity ... [in others]."
With these goals for the coming
Fellow committee member and year, the issue of how the committee
Two years ago, the Puget Sound
faculty compiled a report discussing
will fulfill its primary focus of
the state of racial diversity at the
educating the Puget Sound campus
university. Ever since, campus
about cultural, racial and physical
diversity has been an issue with
differences has been raised.
professors, administrators and, with
Maynard admits that it will be a
the formation of the Diversity
continuous project.
Committee last semester, students.
"It [education] will never end,"
The Diversity Committee is one of
said Maynard. "There will always be
room to educate people."
three committees dealing with
The Diversity Committee plans
diversity at Puget Sound. It is the
only committee made up entirely of
on starting the year with an art
contest open to all students who want
students. Diversity, according to
several members of the group, is ASUPS Senator Peng Hsiao, to design a logo incorporating the
important in order that students and however, feels that there is another phrase "Color Your World." The
deadline is October 24. Prizes for
staff become more accepting of other reason.
"A lot of people on campus arc the best entry may include two
people.
"It's important to me," said ASUPS genuinely concerned, but some people tickets to "Hiroshima," a Japanese
arc just trying to brown nose
President [Phil] Phibbs," said Hsiao.
"To those people diversity is a
fad."
Goals of the Diversity Committee
include presenting the Curriculum
Committee with a request for a
"diversity" core and for more
funding of classes that promote a
better understanding of people's
diversity. The committee also plans
to request funding for committee jazz band performing Saturday,
President and Diversity Committee events and classes, as well as to October 28 in the Memorial
member Arden Maynard. "Our society fight for larger minority Fieldhouse.
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Esther Wagner was a Puget Sound professor for over
20 years.

Wagner dies
By Shauna James
Staff Writer

Dr. Esther Wagner, distinguished author,
humanitarian, and English professor at Puget Sound
until her retirement in 1986, died Saturday, October
1. She was 72 years old.
Dr. Wagner was a highly respected and much loved
member of the Puget Sound academic community.
"Every fine university needs its unique characters,"
said President Phil Phibbs. "Esther was the preeminent individual at Puget Sound."
Wagner received her A.B., M.A., and PhD in
see WAGNER page 3

'Some people are
just trying to brown
nose President
Phibbs. To these
people diversity is
a fad.'

'It's important to
me. Our society
needs to be more
accepting of the
diversity ... [in
others].'

'It [education]
will never end.
There will always
be room to
educate people'

Puget Sound professors vie for school board positions
By Sara Wysocki
Staff Writer

This coming November, two members
of the Puget Sound faculty will be
running for school board positions.
English Professor Mary Turnbull will
be running for her third four year term on
the University Place School Board while
Communications Professor David Droge
will be a first time candidate for a scat
on the Tacoma School Board.
According to Turnbull, there is a lot of
"homework" involved in being a school
board member. She also stated that there
is a great rapport among the members of
her board.
Turnbull added that all of the hard
work the board's members have put in
has paid off. The University Place
School Board has been recognized as
"School Board of the Year" and the
Washington Roundtable of Education
stated that University Place has one of
the finest school districts in the state.
According to Turnbull, a teacher's
strike initially persuaded her to run for
for the position.
"I originally started teaching in
University Place, then went away to get
my Ph.D, and when I came back, the
district had gone on strike," said
Turnbull. "I really wanted to assure that
would never happen again because it was
so counterproductive and nobody wins in
a situation like that.

"For me, it's an exciting thing to do.
You have to give to your community
what you take out of it," added Turnbull.
Turnbull does have opposition for her
scat, but is confident that she will win.
When asked why he chose to run for
school board, Droge stated that he was
encouraged by a number of people who
thought he would be perfect for the job.
He also felt that school board was the
only position he was qualified for.
Droge was running against seven
opponents in the September primary
election. Now only he and the other top
vote getter will be on the general election
ballot.
Presently, Droge is co-chairman of the
Special Education Advisory Council, and
was also invited to sit on another
strategic planning council. These
activities enabled him to make contacts
throughout the district.
The Tacoma district is responsible for
six high schools and all of the primary
schools that feed into them. It is also
responsible for the Bates Vocational
Technical School.
According to Droge, one of the main
things he wants to accomplish if elected
is improving the district's quality of
education.
"I think that our experience here at the
university with developing a solid, basic
curriculum, or a core, is something that
the public schools could pick up on,"

Communications professor David Droge is currently running for a position on the
Tacoma School Board.

said Droge. "In other words, I think the
public schools tend to get battered by
special interest groups and what they feel
should or stouldn't he taught and I think
the basic skills are lost.
"A report just came out in the paper
yesterday which said the kinds of skills

that the public schools are teaching are
not the kinds of skills that we will be
needing in 20 years. So the school
system needs to be restructured, no
question about it." Droge went on to say
that that this change is one of the main
goals of the present school board, not
just his personal idea.
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Crimes on Campus

...in brief
...on campus
Big brothers, sisters needed
Big Brother/Big Sister role models are needed for 89 boys and 23 girls
in Pierce County.
Big Brothers and Big Sisters spends approximately three hours each
week with a child who has similar interests. Volunteers are carefully
screened and trained. The minimum volunteer age is 19.
Call Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Tacoma-Pierce County at 565-9830
for additional information.

9/27/89 6:54 p.m. Security responded to a complaint of water balloons being
thrown at the side of a residence hall. The building was not
damaged during the incident.
9/28/89

3:45 p.m. A student reported the theft of her bicycle from the AndersonLangdon Residence Hall bicycle room. The bicycle was not
locked.

9/28/89

12:00 a.m. Security responded to a report of suspects removing plywood
from the Todd Hall construction site. The suspects were gone
upon security's arrival.

9/30/89

3:42 a.m.

Security responded to a call from a residence hall student who
reported that a male crawled into her room through an open
window. He appeared to be looking for another student. When
he discovered that he was in the wrong room he immediately
left.

9/30/89

6:04 p.m.

A student reported the theft of $100 in cash from his
unattended wallet. The student had left the wallet on a desk top
in a Union Avenue residence.

10/2/89

7:00 a.m.

A student reported that a car stereo was stolen from his vehicle
while parked on Union Avenue. The case has been referred to
the Tacoma Police Department.

10/2/89

11:10 a.m. A student reported that a car stereo was stolen from his vehicle
while parked on North Washington. The case has been referred
the Tacoma Police Department.

10/2/89

12:38 p.m. A custodian reported that a paper towel dispenser was torn
from the wall of a residence hall bathroom.

10/3/89

10:55 a.m. A custodian reported a missing floor mat in the Student
Union Building.

Walk for those in hunger
Students and faculty members are encouraged to participate in the
Crop Walk October 15 at 1 p.m.
The Crop Walk is a charity event where community members walk
for pledges to support hunger programs in Pierce County and
throughout the world. The course is 9.3 miles long and begins at
Concordia Lutheran School. There will also be a 3.1 mile alternate
route for those who don't want to walk the principle route.
According to Jose Rivera of the Religious Life Office, individuals can
participate in several ways. As well as walking for pledges, people can
serve as registrars for walkers, as a check point person along the route,
or as a guide.
For more information, Rivera encourages people to contact him at
756-3374.

Test anxiety to be discussed
The Learning Center and Counseling Center will lead a workshop on
test anxiety with special emphasis on math testing concerns
Wednesday, October 11 at 3:30 p.m.
According to math instructor Sharon Bennett, the session will be held
in Howarth room 109 and should last for approximately 90 minutes.
For more information, people can call Bennett at 756-3786 or Bob
Stremba of the Counseling Center at 756-3372.

10/3/89 6:33 p.m. A student reported that a part was removed from her bicycle
while it was parked in a breezeway.
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the headlines, Gen. Manuel Noriega has again shown his commitment
to the rule of Panama. Standing as one of the least popular leaders in
Latin America, many people in the world waited with bated breath as
dissident Panamanian military officers attempted a coup. Major Moises
Giraldi Vega, the commander of the Panamanian Special Forces Unit,
has been credited as the driving force behind the coup. Leading a group
of largely junior officers, they siezed a major Army installation in
Chorrillo at around 8:00 A.M. They would later be pushed back by
senior officers loyal to Noriega in a bloody battle that would kill many
of them although no official figures have been released. Experts say
that the crumbling Panamanian economy and corrupt military power
elite were the driving forces behind the rebellion. U.S. forces stationed
in Panama are being investigated for having previous knowledge of the
attempted revolt although they were not involved. Noriega is now
firmly back in power although his whereabouts are unknown.
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South African
policemen are on trial this week, under charges of "using excessive
force." The charges stem back to an anti-aparthied demonstration that
took place in early September. The demonstration involved the
gathering of 175 school children inside the Mitchell Plain area in Cape
Town. The policemen in question stormed the demonstration and then
used whips and clubs to disperse the demonstrators, who ranged in age
from 14 to 19. The policemen involved were so frenzied in their attack
that they had to be pulled off of the protesters by other policemen. The
charges have been levied by a lieutenant commander in the force against
four other officers.
,
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Bed-n-Breakfast
2 miles from campus
Private bath/family room
Great hosts!

• Bay view
• Cable TV
• Hot tubs

Perfect for your visiting Homecoming guests!

752-8175
vellum you His go affair IngsaTar cradlit cella?

Are you available for few hrs/wk? If so. call
1-800-932-0528 : Ext. 4
Only 10 positions
available
Well pay your es much es $ 10/hr
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ASUPS starts newsletter
By Jen Strand
ASUPS Reporter
Senator Kathleen McColley updated
the progress of the ASUPS newsletter at
last Thursday's formal senate meeting.
An increase in funds was necessary to get
the project started.
The one page newsletter titled ASUPS
Streamline will be published every other
week and will come out on Wednesdays.
The newsletter is designed to serve the
students by presenting Vice President and
President reports, as well as ASUPS'
stand on current issues.
Other issues discussed included the
following:
Elections Committee is considering
revising the election process with new
requirements for candidates, and new
campaign guidelines.
Crop Walk, a walk to help the
hungry, is scheduled for Sunday, October
15.
U was announced that prior to
formal Rush in January, freshmen are
restricted from parties on Union Avenue

and chapter houses on Friday and
Saturday nights. Those caught violating
these rules cannot rush for one year.
The election changes aimed at
increasing the visibility of campaigns
and of candidates were passed at formal
senate last Thursday. Each candidate is
required to obtain 50 signatures, 25 from
off-campus students and 25 from oncampus students, with no more than ten
from any one living group. The
signatures indicate support, not a
guaranteed vote.
In addition to the petition, each
candidate must informally interview a
senator. The senator will present three
issues to the candidate. The issues will
be addressed by the candidate during two
scheduled open forums. Open forums as
well as speeches are scheduled to be in
the Student Union Building.
It was announced that the Puget Sound
Lacrosse team will be able to use the
intramural field behind the fieldhouse
three days a week in the spring.

WAGNER from page 1
French and English from Bryn Mawr
University in Pennsylvania. She also
studied for a year at the University of
Paris.
She taught at Puget Sound from 1959
to 1962, and returned in 1970, remaining
at the university until her retirement. In
the intervening years, she taught in the
French, English, and classics departments
of Bryn Mawr, Lake Forest College, the
Claremont Colleges, and the California
State University at Pomona.
Wagner was the co-author with her
husband of a novel, The Gift of Rome,
published in 1961. She also had
numerous short stories published in The
New Yorker, Atlantic Monthly,
Harpers, and the old Saturday Evening
Post.
In 1959, Dr. Wagner won the Atlantic
first prize for her first story to be
published in a national magazine.
Besides her distinguished writing, Dr.
Wagner was a noted feminist and Irish
scholar. She maintained an interest in
Ireland from her undergraduate days, and
had worked since 1969 with various
organizations trying to bring about a new
community between Catholics and
Protestants.
In 1973, Dr. Wagner was appointed
Director of the Humanities Division at
Puget Sound. She also served as a
limber of the Advisory Council of the
prestigious Danforth Foundation.
But above all, Dr. Wagner was noted
for her love of teaching, her remarkable

rapport with students, a marvelous sense
of humor, and an unequalled gift for
storytelling.
"Esther had an intangible 'presence'
that singled her out," said Phibbs. "She
had a profound impact on everyone she
encountered."
Dr. Wagner is survived by her two
daughters, Margaret and Eleanor, and
innumerable friends and admirers. She
leaves behind a profound legacy of
learning, laughter, and inspiration.

Corrections
It is the intention of The Trail that
its stories be fair and accurate. Ilan error
does occur we want to correct it as soon
as possible. If you have a question or
comment about a story, please call 7563278.
A story in last week's Trail said that
the scheduled date for ASUPS Senate
elections is two weeks later than
originally planned. In actuality, October
31 is the date originally set by the
Elections Committee for elections.
There were two reported errors in last
week's sports section. First, the new
assistant athletic director coached at Idaho
State and not Ohio State. Second, the
volleyball picture was taken during a
game rather than practice.
In last week's issue of The Trail
Associate Dean of Students Tom
Amorose was incorrectly identified as
Director of Residential Life.
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Marketing Unlimited is a new student organization
for those interested in marketing and its related
fields: advertising, public relations, business research.

Page

People in the News
Mukluk, an 11-year-old female polar bear at the Point Defiance Zoo and
Aquarium died Wednesday, September 20. The zoo, which began
monitoring Mukluk when she showed signs of physical illness, was
unable to detect the eventual cause of her death. A post mortem showed
no signs of any infectious activity and all three remaining polar bears
appear to be healthy. Mukluk and her twin brother were born in December
1978 at Portland's Washington Park Zoo.
The clock bells performed Puget Sound's own school song, "All Hail
Puget Sound" consecutively ten times last Wednesday afternoon. The
tenth repetition was cut short when the recording screeched to a halt.

Students to vote on changes
Students will vote during the October 31 senate elections to approve small changes
in the ASUPS constitution.
Two provisions, both in reference to the ASUPS President's role, may conflict with
provisions of the university's bylaws or procedures for university faculty or
administration committees:
The proposed Article
Section 4 c, reads, "To appoint and/or nominate all student
members of the faculty, administration, and trustee committees with the consent of the
student senate in accordance with the bylaws and in accordance with the procedures for
such committees as established by the faculty, administration, and trustees."
The current Article is missing the reference to committee procedures.
The proposed version of Article II!. Section 4.k reads, "To serve as a student member
of the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees."
Presently, that article reads, "To serve as a student representative to the full Board of
Trustees and the Executive Council."
James Henriot, the univerity's lawyer, suggested the provisions be reworded in order
to clarify the president's role.

FIND OUT
WHERE
YOU'RE GOING
BEFORE YOU
GET THERE.
With SIGI PLUS computerized career planning you can
find out key facts on hundreds of professions. You can
check salaries and employment opportunities, find out the
skills you need. You can even get samples of different kinds
of resumes to write. See what's waiting for you out there.

COMPUTERIZED
CAREER PLANNING

Make good contacts with business leaders and
increase your practical application and knowledge
in marketing.
Interested?
Find out more about M.U. Come to one of our
meetings held every Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
McIntyre room 203 or call Greg Hedges at 566-1479
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Call today for an appointment
756-3251
Library 225
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Big doins' here on campus, lemme tell
you. Those swingin MOVIE STARS
sure did host a hoot on Monday night.
Seriously, if you missed this one, you
missed out. The bay area band brought
mandolins, steel guitars and an upright
accoustic bass among other instruments,
and they could play the dickens out of
them. Remember the WHO song the
KIDS ARE ALRIGHT? Well, so do
I, and I've never heard a version quite like
that! You can thank KUPS for that
show. And if you thought that was a
good time ...

October 5, 1989

Scott Stubbins entertains the Movie Stars in the booth at KUPS, before their concert. The Stars put on a stellar show

Arts and Entertainment Calendar
Thursday, October 5
Actors from the London Stage
Tom Stoppard This Evening
Inside Theater, 8 p.m.
$6 general, $3 campus community
Friday, October 6
Actors from the London Stage
The Winter's Tale
Inside Theater, 8 p.m.
$8 general, $4 campus community

Wednesday, October 11
University Jazz Band
Great Hall 8 p.m.
Friday, October 20
Adelphian Concert Choir and
the University
Madrigal Singers
Kilworth Chapel
Ken DeJong, guest dir.
8 p.m.

You should check this group out. How
they got over the state borders between
here and San Francisco is amazing, I
would have thougt they'd be turned back
on the grounds of transporting toxic
waste over the state line! TRAGIC
MULATTO hits campus on Sunday,
the Lords day mind you, and a holy
hullaballo they will raise, brothers and
sisters. Just to give you a little taster,
some of the group members names are
FLATULA, ELVISTER and
BAMBI! If a loved one is hooked up to
a life support system, they should
probably skip this show, even though
they'll miss some of the crudest, rawest
rock ever allowed in the Rotunda!

Actor from the London Stage: a long road, a labor of love
By Jim Bohn
Arts Editor
Do you think preparing for midterms, juggling
papers and struggling to maintain involvement in
extracurricular activities is challenging? Try a nine
week theatrical tour that bounces from coast to coast,
visiting nine different universities and offering
countless workshops and recitals outside of the actual
production you were invited to perform. This is
exactly what Richard Simpson and the rest of the
Actors from the London Stage have been doing for
the past three weeks; they are now one third of the
way through their American tour.
The five actors will be presenting Shakespeare's
The Winter's Tale, on Friday and Saturday, and a
reading of Tom Stoppard's radio play on Thursday.
Richard Simpson took a few minutes out of his
hectic schedule to talk about Actors from the London
Stage and his experience with the group.
Q: Is Puget Sound the only school on the west
coast that you're visiting?
A: We're visiting three schools in California,
also...Santa Barbara, Santa Monica and Occidental in
Los Angeles. We finish in Philadelphia...what does
that leave us? Oh, we go way up to Michagan...so we
cover quite an area.
Q: Do the actors in the program tour more than
once a year?
A: Two tours go out in a year, one in the fall and
one in the winter. The next tour will do The
Winter's Tale as well, but it will be a completley
different set of actors.
Q: have the Actors from the London Stage existed
as a troupe for a long while?
A: They are not a troupe, in any organized way.
We'll probably never meet again. Twenty five years
ago, professor Herman Swander, from Santa Barbara,
professor of English there, was over in England, in
Stratford-Upon-Avon, and he was listening to the

scraped up the money, and the students at Santa
Barbara loved it. The program is to this day run
through Santa Monica...the one liaison there
coordinates everything...
Q: I low long has the program been in existence in
it's present form?
A: It's been going on for twenty five years now,
but not quite in the form that it is now, in the sense
that ten years ago, maybe longer, some bright spark
suggested that instead of just recitals, why not the
ultimate challenge, and attempt a play? That number
five stuck; we're not trying to be clever or
pretentious, the number five is a reasonable number
111Ik
for the schools to employ.
""'".
Q: With only five people on the tour you must
each have a lot of different responsibilities. Who
directs the plays?
A: We each have different jobs, one person does the
travel, one does the academic liaison, one is the social
secretary, and three of us carry out the technical side
of just getting on with the program.
Q: You are not strictly Shakespearean actors, are
you? The Stoppard presentation is quite a departure
from Shakespeare...
A: The play is read, just like a radio play. The
second half of the show is the reading of an entire
radio play...we make the sound effects, use two
microphones and read from the script.
Q. One last question, how are audiences in Britain
different from audiences in America?
A: That's interesting. The joy of performing here is
the audience. The audience reaction is so much
sharper here than it is at home, and I think part of it
is because it is new to them. Many people (in the
U.S.) haven't seen Shakespeare live. You get this
Company was performing in the U.S., and their tour
incredible, fresh reaction...you think 'this must be
ended in Denver. He (Swander) asked one of the actors
like performing it live for the first time,' because you
if they would come to speak to his class. The actor
are performing it for the first time for many people. It
said 'look, there is a group of five of us doing a
really makes the job worthwhile. The feedback from
recital, why don't you take the five?' Somehow, they
the students is tremendous. I'm very impressed.

conversations of actors talking after a show, and he
thought what a splendid idea if he could get the actors
to come not to the drama classes but to the literature
and english classes and stir things up a bit, and say
'that book you have in front of you isn't just dusty
old literature, but an actor's script, that's what it is!'
It's an actor's script that was never meant to be
published! It really only comes alive when it is
performed.
Q: So the original Actor's of the London Stage
came from Stratford-Upon-Avon?
A: No, it so happened that the Royal Shakespeare
-
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Vern and Nigel want more
Vern and Nigel are at it again. We had hoped that the boys
would have the promised list of things that they love to hate, or
was it hate to love ... anyway, their own brand of saucy humor
once again graces our pages, for now ...
everyone takes, the number of dropped
and retaken classes will rise dramatically.
Simply stated we'll be in school longer
and we'll shell out more money to finish
required classes. It's not the core system
that needs restructuring, it is the secretive
way in which the restructuring occurs
that needs to change."
"If people have a problem with the
system and want to change it, fine. But,
let them do it publicly, so that everyone
has a voice. I am sick and tired of the
school changing policy - increased
tuition, attempted removal of academic
minors, deferred rush - without
consulting the students. The tide of
public favor is constantly being pushed
aside, or ignored altogether. It seems like
the administration wants a studentless
university."
"Here, here. Approximately 3,000
students go to this school. Shouldn't
they have a voice in deciding how the
school is run? Core curriculum, tuition,
facult y everything. I'm paying $15,000
a yea: to come to school here. I don't
want to be told what to do, just because a
small group of people have decided
what's 'best' for me."
-

University of Puget Sound Bulletin
1988-89 : The University's curriculum is
both flexible and responsive to the needs
of today's students ... these core courses
are intended to be both a foundation and a
vantage point for the discoveries afforded
by a liberal education ... students receive
help in choosing curriculum offerings
tailored to their own needs and interests.
[Vern and Nigel's italics]
"1 feel like I'm a student despite UPS,
not because of it" - anonymous student.

xn alI PIN arp8C

"Hello. Once again it is Vern and
Nigel at your service. Last week we
promised to write about things that we
like. However, due to circumstances
beyond our control, we cannot. We have
a more pressing issue at hand."
"Through our search-and-destroy style
of journalism, we have uncovered a
fiendish plot, perpetrated by the Ad Hoc
Curriculum Review Committee. It
seems that the University wishes to
change core requirements for graduation,
without the knowledge or input of its
current students."
"No way, Vern. Our prestigous
learning institution leaving us out of the
decision-making process that directly
affects what classes we are allowed to
take?"
"Yes way, Nigel. I hold in my hands
the very memo sent incognito to the
entire faculty. Listen to this, 'the core
represents nothing more than
distributive learning, and this contention
is supported with such evidence as the
fact that over 170 courses have been
approved for the core.' Correct me if I'm
wrong, but isn't the aim of the university
to provide, rather than limit, our
choices?"
"In the university bulletin, which is
sent to all students, prospective and
current, it states that 'the core
requirements are designed to enable a
student to understand herself or himself
as a thinking person capable of making
ethical and aesthetic choices ... and to be
aware of her or his place in that context.'
The bulletin gives us credit as thinking
individuals capable of making important
decisions for our future. But the Ad Hoc
Committee's recommendation serves to
diminish the role of our responsibility in
decision making."
"This proposal rings very strongly of a
high school-style required core
curriculum. And if the rumors that we
hear from our ASUPS Senate mole are
true - that there is a proposal to require
eight classes as cores that everyone takes,
no choices, no exceptions - where does
the madness stop?"
"By restructuring the core system to
require a minimum number of classes
that

Anne Firbank presented After Many Cares and Sorrows, the story of the last eight
years of Charlotte Bronte's life, as part of the Actors from the London Stage series,
last Tuesday night.

The Washington State Historical Society
needs

VOLUNTEERS

"The suckers got authority" - Chuck D
(of Public Enemy).
"Do what you can to stop these things
from happening. Give a shit. Write to
your governor, editor, university
dicktator, or us. Maybe we'll talk about
you at a future date. Until next week."

CALL 593-2830

kitt *it

no n- fic tion

fiction

The dame was tall with ball-bearingeyes and gams that
went clear to the ground and back again. It was a long
while before I could admit to myself that she had the
business end of a piece leveled at my mug. I figured I
was homely enough, so I said to her, "Baby, you got me
all wrong." Just then Johnny came in packing his own
vengeance. I had my odds figured long, but even I
won't bet on a sure thing.. .
CrossCurrents is dying for your submissions. Until October 16th. SUB 005.
art

▪
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Six music magazines
compared, picked on

Rolling Stone—It's too late to cry foul with this one.
Diehards have been whining that Rolling Stone has sold
out for almost as long as it's been in existence. True, the
paper as it exists is different from the scrappy, passionate
rag it was in the sixties; it's now a sort of People magazine
with higher intentions.
And sometimes not all that much higher; witness the
periodical "fashion collections," the chatty gossip the
Random Notes section offers. They don't even have the
faith of their own convictions; alongside the incisive
political commentary of William Greider they offer the
smirky jingoism of P.J. Rourke.
Yet it still has some sort of primal value. God knows the
record reviews are pathetic, resolved with high-school
efficiency, rarely incisive. But they decide what gets
bought; enough people read Rolling Stone now that it's
become a cultural touchstone, an arbiter and reflector of
mainstream public tastes. It may not get to the bottom of
anything, but the surface is as pleasant as anything around.
Spin—Spin is so far the opposite that it shuts itself
out, offering pretentious, fatuous, self-infatuated tripe in
place of true writing. Instead of being bland press sheets,
the reviews become screeds, opportunities for the writers to
show how clever and adventurous they are.
It's all founded on the notion that they have a right to
decide what rock and roll is. Guns 'n' Roses, most hip-hop,
anything consciously stupid or self-destructive is "rock n'
roll;" underground music is dead, disco didn't suck, heavy
metal is genius, genius is garbage. It's all a form of oneupmanship; they're hipper than you, you ask them what's all
right to like.
And it looks bad; the graphics are dark, artlessly laid out.
The whole attitude is smug and superior. I also have a
subscription, because, despite its failures, because there are
moments—sporadic, but worthwhile—of bravery beneath
the self-satisfied surface.
The Rocket—The northwest's best music magazine,
and a damn sight better than some of the nationals. It's
really for particular reasons: the record reviews, "Life in
Hell," and especially the classifieds, the musical equivalent
of the Dateline in the Little Nickel Want Ads; if you need to
verify just how many "Xtian HM/HR" (Christian heavy
metal/hard rock) bands there are in the Seattle area, this is
the place to do it.
Even better, The Rocket gives you a good idea of how
strong the local music scene is and where to find its pulse.
And it's free—so no complaints are accepted.
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By Andy James
Staff Writer
Option—This is a pure underground music magazine.
Option is to Rolling Stone what Pere Ubu is to Richard
Marx.
That's its saving grace and its downfall. It's gutsy, but
you may find yourself reading about a thousand bands you've
never heard of before, you may get a bit stultified. And it
shares some of the problems underground music has:
sloppiness, fragmentation, insularity.
But at least it exacts no compromises. And the
conversation between Tom Waits and Elvis Costello was
worth the price of a years' worth of Spin. If you have the
concentration, this is for you.
Circus, et al—There must be four thousand of these,
all metal magazines with the same damn pull-out poster of
Nikki Sixx in each one. No one turns to these for great
writing; they turn to these because they're fourteen, they
have terrible acne, they spend all their times in malls, and
they're convinced Axl Rose is Jesus Christ.
These are the best examples of finding a need and filling it
that I can think of. They breed like rabbits.
•
Musician—Musician offers a workable compromise
between the glossy populism of Rolling Stone and the
mislaid populism of Spin. You're more likely than not to
find out what brand digital delay your favorite band uses in
their stage setup, but there are also a fair amount of insights
and straightforward info.
Unfortunately, the layout is decidedly erratic, sometimes
putting continued portions of a story before the first page of
the same story (it's just as confusing on paper). And it's•
small. But it's a painless alternative to greater evils.
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How big of a role does sexual activity
play on our campus? Do students spend
as much time thinking or engaging in
sex as they spend on academic endeavors?
There is no way to answer these
questions, but the diversity of students'
comments about sex at Puget Sound is
revealing.
The university has it's own policy and
even jargon for dealing with students'
sexual activities on campus. Between
university officials and residents, the act
isn't sex it's cohabitation.
Section C.1 of the University
Resident's Policy for on-campus residents
states: "Rooms are to be occupied only
by the persons for whom they are
reserved and who are of the same sex.
Any overnight guests are limited to a
stay of three days unless otherwise
approved by the director of Residential
Life. Failure to comply with these
guidelines could result in a violation of
the University Honor Code."
Administrators seem to find the
wording of the policy open-ended enough
to allow each situation to be handled
individually.
"I would say that problems are
addressed, but not always through the
Honor Code," said Tammy WalterBrooks, an Assistant Director of
Residential Life. "We're trying to
consider individual's rights and the
relationship between roommates. It's not
ignored, it's just not necessarily enforced
through the Honor Code."
Fraternities and sororities operate under
their own national chapter's policy
concerning male/female relations.
"I don't see it as a problem," said John
McGuire, an Assistant Director of
Residential Life and advisor to greek
residences. "I would assume that if
individual chapters are abiding by their
--

policies, that would be fine with us. As
an educator my concern would be that
individuals are being sensitive to the
needs of others,"
Resident Assistants (RA's) are given
the "touchy" task of catching the
cohabitators, or at least enforcing
university policy. However, R.A.'s
haven't been faced with too many
scandalous rendezvous as of yet.
"Usually, it's dealt with on a
roommate basis. We don't do bed checks
or butt counts. It generally doesn't come
to our attention unless a roommate
points it out," said Eric Kurtz, an R.A.
in Seward Hall.
Residential Life is putting more of an
emphasis on sexual awareness this year
than it has in the past. Seward Hall
sponsored a "Sex Talk" in the beginning
of the year.
"It was a Phil Donahue type event,"
said Kurtz. Guys got to ask girls
questions, and girls got to ask guys
questions. They ranged from 'What are
your views on premarital sex?' to 'When
do you masturbate and how often?' The
intention was not to get honest answers
as much as to have fun and get people
talking about the subject."
Jeremy Los, an R.A. at Regester Hall,
has never been confronted with a
cohabitation problem.
"It's not necessarily a rule to enforce,
it's more of a policy of respect between
roommates," said Los. "When a student
is sexually active and has a roommate,
there is a big potential for it to cause
conflicts. We encourage freshmen to first
work it out with their roommate and then
come to us."
Students had their own. views on the
campus grinding and groaning. Some
people paled while others grinned at the
chance to talk about the dirty deed.

Photos by Don Frank
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Do you think that there is
pressure to engage
in sexual activities in college?

Have your sexual
attitudes changed
since you entered college?

"People are so uptight about sex here.
I mean, how do you think we got here?"

tWftlftfliftlifftf1341411

"Now that we're at college it's okay.
We're considered adults."
"It's not condemned. It's nothing
to be ashamed of."

"I'm much more open, and even
though before I thought that I was
open and liberal, I've had tests to that."
"I would say that I have the same attitude
I had before. It's up to the individual."
"Only subtly through normal maturation."

"I tend to hang around people who
pretty much let you be who you
want to be and don't measure their selfesteem by the notches on their bed posts."
"In some male circles on campus,
people speak about their sexual exploits
to glorify themselves, but I don't think
there is any real pressure to engage
in activities."
"No. I've decided for myself what's
right for me and no one else can impose
their puritanical views on me."
"There are a lot of people who are open
about their sexual stance. it's almost
offensively casual."

"I realize more the need for responsibility, but it's
not the existential do-all or end-all of life."
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We have what you
need to pass the hardest
college test of all.
The test has only one question:

How in the dickens are you
going to pay for it?

is expensive. And for many the best answer to that
question
is a Guaranteed Student Loan from Washington
Mutual
Savings Bank: Up to $2,625 a year for freshmen
and sophomores, $4,000 for juniors and seniors, and $7,500 for
graduate students.
So let us help. If you are trying
to get through college
or graduate school without a rich
uncle, the next best thing
can be the friend of the family.
Get an application from your school's financial aid office. Or call
us at (206) 461.3842. Collect, if it a toll call.
If you don't come in and pick some up, the money is just going to
keep piling up around here.
College ,

QII9 Washington Mutual
A

TheftiencloithefarnW

O

Financial Group

I

U.P.S. Students!

o THE
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PIZZA
ANSWER

Special

FREE
DELIVERY

Free Coca Cola with
Any Pizza Purchase!

627-8844
3602 Center St.
No coupon neccessary
valid U.P.S. ID
required
Small 10" One Topping
$ 4. 4 1 !
plus tax
plus 2 12oz. cokes

10"
SM.

10"
small
12"
med.
14"
lg.

one
I topping = $

The
Delivery
Specialists

Large
Pepperoni
Pizza
Only $5.25
Plus 24 oz. of pop

1 coupon per pizza
Good at particiFating
locations . Not good with any
other offer. Plus sales tax.
Exp. 8/18/89
Cash value 1/20 of 1 cent.

lo"
xlg.

4 . 41
The
Delivery
Specialists

—Feeding Frenzy
Ex-Large
2 Item Pizza
(Plus 48 oz. of pop)
only

$8.49
not good with any other coupon

627-8844

627-8844

3602 Center St. and Union

3602 Center St. and Union

One Coupon per
Pizza Expires 1/1/90

One Coupon per
Pizza Expires 1/1/90

+ sales tax

+ sales tax
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Wild third clinches victory for Wildcats
By Antje Spethmann
Sports Editor
After the Loggers tied last Saturday's
football game against the Linfield
Wildcats 14-14, to end the first half,
Linfield scored three touchdowns within
six minutes in the third quarter to put
them well on their way to the eventual
46-21 victory over Puget Sound.
Linfield opened scoring and jumped to
an early 14-0 lead before the Loggers
battled back to tie it just before the end
of the half.
On the opening kickoff of the second
half, Linfield returned the ball 85 yards
for the touchdown. Puget Sound then
took over and drove the length of the
field before Linfield intercepted a Jeffery
Smith pass in the endzone.
On the touchback, the Wildcats ran
their only offensive play of those tell-tale
six minutes: an 80-yard touchdown rush.
On the very next Logger possession the
ball was fumbled in the endzone with
Linfield recovering for another six
points.
Two of the Wildcat's three extra-point
attempts failed.
All statistics in the game besides the
win/loss column ironically favor Puget
Sound.
Although the Loggers are 0-3, the
combined season statistics favor them
over their opponents.
The Loggers have rushed 43 times to
the opponents 26 and have gained 838
yards, 303 more yards than their
opponents. They average 247.7 yards a
game as opposed to 178.3, and 5.05
yards per carry as opposed to 4.28.
On the season the Loggers have scored
8 touchdowns while the other teams have
scored only seven. They have also
generated more total offense than their
opponents with 222 plays to the
opposition's 198.
This was also the case in the Linfield
game. The Loggers generated more
offense, 477 yards total as opposed to
Linfields 415; dominated the clock,
31:23 minutes versus 28:37 for the
opposition; and in the those infamous

Practicing the art of blocking, three Loggers meet the dummies during practice Tuesday.
six minutes in the third quarter, the
Wildcats had only one offensive play.
"Linfield capitalized on our mistakes,"
said Ross Hjelseth, head coach of the
Loggers, "We're just not playing on all
eleven cylinders--10 guys are doing what
they're supposed to and one isn't."
Hjelseth went on to point out that
when you have five turnovers in a ball
game you are not going to win.
"We're not playing disciplined
defense," he said.
One point of interest is that Gary
McCurty, who rushed for over 200 yards

and 4 touchdowns the previous week
against Willamette, was playing at
merely 60 percent due to a hurt ankle.
Beyond that, the Linfield defense spent
much of their defensive effort on
McCurty.
Rick Mueller, the Loggers starting
quarterback, was also hurt on one of the
first plays of the second half. He has a
severely sprained ankle and has not
practiced all week. Hjelseth said he was
questionable for practice the rest of the
week and not expected to play against
Southern Oregon State College on

Kickers 3-0

Vikings sail
past Logs

By Barry Cartwright
Staff Writer
Logger volleyball is sizzling in league
action with a 3-0 record in the NAIA
division one.
The past week saw them sweep
Linfield College in three games, 15-13,
15-7, 15-10. They also beat Western
Washington University 15-8, 15-10, 1512 on Tuesday.
This pushes the Loggers current streak
to four, with an overall record of 11-5.
"[the team] dominated from the
beginning of the game, we just went out
with intensity," noted junior hitter Jill
Fox of Tuesday night's game against
Western.
The big hitters of that game were Dee
Dee Cook, who racked up 12 kills, and
Elaine Patton who added seven of her
own.
Sophomore Leslie Ota had 32 assists
in the three game sweep.
The Loggers will be hosting the Puget
Sound Tournament this weekend in the
Memorial Fieldhouse and are looking to
continue their success.

Saturday.
That game will be played at 1:30 p.m.
at Baker Stadium.
It will be the first home game of the
season for the Loggers who have been
banished from Baker Stadium due to track
construction.
The Raiders hold a 4-3 advantage in
their series with Puget Sound.
The Loggers are facing much adversity
in the form of injuries, as well as a
Southern Oregon team that is doing very
well, having rebounded from a season
opening loss to win it's next two games.

By Gary McCurty
Staff Writer

Logger kickers in a game against Seattle U., October 4.

The University of Puget Sound
Women's soccer team took a loss to
Western Washington, 0-2, Saturday at
Baker Stadium.
The match was the first NAIA district
one contest of the season for the Loggers
who are now 4-2 over all and 0-1 in
district one play.
The first Viking goal came at the 25
minute mark when sophomore Tami
McDaniel put in a slashing 25-yard shot
over the head of Logger goalkeeper
Andrea Hesp.
The Vikings clinched things by
scoring again at the 83 minute mark. The
Loggers had nine shots on goal while
Western Washington came up with eight.
Foul totals had the Loggers with five and
Western Washington with just three,
while Puget Sound had the only corner
kick of the game.
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Thunderbirds to open
season while sexism
invades baseball
Batting Around:

By Antje Spethmann,

Sports Editor

Strike One - Ha Ha! It's hockey time again. The Seattle Thunderbirds open their
season at home this weekend with what promises to be a spectacular game against the
Portland Wintcrhawks. The Thunderbirds are 1-2 on the season having lost their season
opener to the Spokane Chiefs in Spokane and the Tri-cities Americans, before scoring
11 goals in Tuesday night's victory over the Victoria Cougars. The Winterhawks won
the Western Hockey League last year, and have reached the playoffs 11 of their 12 years
of existence. The Thunderbirds have a new coach, a new owner and plenty of new
talent. They are also playing this game in the Coliseum rather than there regular
home, the Seattle Center Arena. They will kick off the season with a Laser-light show
and gala festivities. Tickets to see the Thunderbirds play are only $6.50 for adults and
$5.50 for students and are on sale through Ticket Master. This is entertainment at it's
best. Granted that to an extent the old adage, 'I went to a fight and a hockey game
broke out' is true, but the sport of hockey has merits of its own, substantiated by the
Europeans who play the sport without violence. If you like quick action, lots of
contact and some really spectacular passing and scoring, not to mention ice skating. go
and see the T-birds play. Who knows, you just might get hooked.

r
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Strike Two - Bart Wright wrote a column in the Mornign News Tribune last week
on Gary McCarty that every single one of you should read. It makes several very
strong points--that all football players are not illiterate, that all blacks do not deal drugs
and that McCurty's success is not going to his head. I would rather not spoil it for you,
so I will say no more. Please take the time to find it and read it. It will be worth the
trouble.
Strike Three - I went to a Mariners game last weekend (on a special invitation I am
so glad I did not turn down), and even though my housemate was rooting for the Twins
(who lost) I had a really good time. But the evening was not a complete success.
During the eighth inning a tape of highlights was played on the large replay screen over
right field. The tape rolled through numerous outfielders failing to catch the ball,
straddling the fence in an extraordinary effort to catch the ball, and basically doing
goofy things. The next image was of a very beautiful young woman. She was a well
endowed young woman wearing a skin-tight cropped shirt. The film lingered on her
image and every man and pre-pubescent teen in the place oohed and ahhed. I was
offended.
I ask you would an image of a young attractive male have made the film? Would this
girl have been chosen if she had been just as pretty but lacked large breasts, or been less
pretty, or perhaps even overweight. No! It is just another reminder that sexism runs
rampant in our society, and even in the eighties we find it in such family entertainment
strongholds a baseball. Is it really ture that all that matters is a woman's measurements
or her features, and not that she might have an extraordinary mind? Exploiting the
female body and turning women into nothing more than sex-symbols is degrading,
simple-minded, old-fashioned and wrong. Men, sexism is embodied in all the little
things of everyday life, and it is alive and well in baseball. Take note. And take care.

Logger Line

•Qrce

Last Chance
For Your
Best Chance.

Former CIA analyst to
I speak at Puget Sound
'David MacMichael, former
' analyst with the CIA and
outspoken critic of U.S.
' Central American policy will
I speak on Tuesday October
' 17, at 8 pm in the Great Hall.
Tickets are $3.00 General
' Admission at the Information
' Center.

LSAT Prep Course

Men's Soccer: The men's soccer team will host Gonzaga at home at 3:30 p.m. on
Friday, before heading to George Fox College in Newberg, Oregon on Saturday.
Football: The Loggers take to Baker Stadium for the first time this year to play the
Southern Oregon State Raiders.

o-&
.. Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Women's Soccer: The lady kickers travel to Corvallis, Oregon to play the Oregon
State Beavers on Saturday. Game time is 2:00 p.m. On Sunday they then head back
north to play Willamette University on Sunday at 2:00 p.m.

1107 N.E. 45th, Seattle
632-0634
Study Center in Tacoma

Cross Country: The harriers will be enjoying the scenery on Whidbey Island on
Saturday. Their race begins at 11:00 a.m.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

For other locations

atn

Volleyball: The volleyball team will be taking on Simon Fraser University at home
at 7:30 p.m. tonight. Thursday and Friday Puget Sound will also be hosting the UPS
Invitational. The tourney is played here and games will be held all day.

call 800-KAP-TEST

GET WITH MARKET DELI
AND RE-CELEBRATE THE...

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, offers an intensive ABA Approved post graduate 14 week
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Prog ram
will enable you to put your education to work as a
skilled member of the le g al team.

THE MARKET DELI

SOCK HOP THAT ALL OF

A representative will be on campus

TACOMA IS BUZZING ABOUT!

Wednesday, October 25, 1989
9:00 - 11:30 am
Academic & Career Advising
For more information
contact your career center at: (

206) 756-3250

Lawyer's Assistant Program
Room 318, Serra Hall
San Diego, CA 921 10
(619) 260-4579

I iii III IIII

LIVE DJ AND DANCING
PRIZES FOR BEST LIP SYNC
PRIZES FOR BEST COSTUME
REFRESHMENTS FOR EVERYONE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 71h•
7:00 pm to 10:00 pm at the
I
University Market Deli

MARKET•DELI
FRESH FOOD FAST/

3601 6th Avenue

759-9652

OpAnion
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Taking the Honor Code far enough
By David Dodson,
Dean of Students
Guest Contributor
Lest Geoff Patrick's opinion, "Taking the Honor Code Too Far," in the September
28 Trail, make me appear two-faced, I would like to offer this more complete account
of my view on that matter. If I really were two-faced would I parade this one so
prominently? Perhaps part of the confusion was generated because Geoff and I met,
initially according to my understanding, to discuss an incident at a party where some
students were injured. Apparently that context may provide the explanation for how I
could have insisted, according to Mr. Patrick, that the University community should be
willing "to hear any opinion and evaluate it on the basis of its coherence." Then,
almost at the same time, maintain that "certain ideas are wrong and connot be
expressed." Those two statements make me out to be more muddle-headed than I
usually recognize myself to be. Please allow me to attempt to clarify.
I agree with John Stuart Mill's eloquent essay On Liberty, the best defense against
mistaken opinions is a full and open discussion of them and all their ramifications. As
Mill put it; "...the peculiar evil of silencing expression of an opinion is that it is
robbing the human race; posterity as well as the present gcneration;...If the opinion is
right, they are deprived of the opportunity of exchanging error for truth; if wrong, they
lose, what is almost as great a benefit, the clearer perception and livelier impression of
truth, produced by its collision with error." It is that respect for Mill's defense of
freedom of opinion which prompted me to say that all opinions need to stand the test of
coherent debate.
Apparently that point got lost in my conversation with Mr. Patrick as we talked
about methods the University might employ if a student were injured at a student event
or anywhere on campus. In that context; "Yes", I said, "if sexist or racist comments are
threatening, either physically or psychologically, the University will respond." And
when Geoff inquired how we might effect such a response, I cited the provisions of the

WS gy
miltt61Z 0 E Pe

Honor Code we would employ to deal with such threats. Fortunately, the state of
human relationships on this campus has not reached the point where we have been
required to censure individuals because of this kind of behavior.
It is a sad commentary on the state of human understanding in this supposedly
enlightened age that some should have to consider remedies for actions taken by those
so warped by bigotry that they have abandoned all efforts to communicate, seeking
instead only to harm. Unhappily, a number of campuses, among them Stanford,
Michigan, and U.C. Berkeley, have been required to develop statements about standards
of conduct regarding response to people of diverse backgrounds and cultures. Berkeley's
statement affirms the right of "all individuals, regardless of sex, ethnic or religious
background, sexual orientation or disability" to receive courteous and dignified
responses. It further states, "...the University will take whatever action is necessary to
prevent, correct, and discipline behavior which violates the spirit and intent of
regulations designed to promote respect and civility."
When I suggested to Mr. Patrick that Puget Sound might be required, if the remedies
I cited were perceived as insufficient, to give some consideration to a revision of its
Honor Code which makes explicit its expectations regarding civil and respectful
treatment of others, I had in mind a revision employing language similar to the
Berkeley statement. Of course, any such revision would have to be presented to the
ASUPS Senate, to the campus community, and to the trustees for review before being
implemented. Thus there would be ample opportunity to continue this discussion.
Wouldn't it be tragic if we were forced to recognize that in order for Mill's reasoned
"collision of truth and error" to occur in an atmosphere where truth really can prevail,
there needs to be a guarantee against name-calling? In an environment where people,
like our neighbors here in Tacoma, feel compelled to arm themselves because they feel
police arc helpless to protect them, some assurances of civility and respect might have
to be our best hope for realizing the full discussion of opinions so essential to the
advancement of a free people. I hope not!

f
We still need feminists
By Rachael Vorberg-Rugh
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Staff Writer
When I asked a few people about feminism recently, one of the most frequent
comments from both men and women was that sexual discrimination just isn't that
much of a problem anymore. (I was also told that 'feminist' is spelled 'd-y-k-e'). The
fact is, the problems are just as prevalent as ever; both the attitude and the reality of
inequality are not dead issues.
The number one cause of injury to women in America is battery. Statistics show that
one out of every four women will be raped in their lifetime, many before they are 18.
Rape and battery are crimes of power; someone wants to show their superiority over
another. Isn't it significant that women, in such great numbers, are the victims of a
crime simply due to their gender? I think it says something about the prevalence of a
psychological attitude towards women as unequal; an attitude that hasn't gone away.
Yet what about the relatively smaller issues of sexism? Sheltered as we are in our
college world, rape and abuse are not typical events in our daily lives. Does
discrimination still effect us? I think it does. Take the reading list of the Honors
Program, for example. The Second Sex by Simone de Bouvier is the only female
author on the list that I am aware of. Truly, female authors in early history are rare, due
to their position in society, but some truly classic works exist; the Greek poet Sappho
is an example. The Women's Studies Program should not be the only area of study that
works with female sources.

'I was also told that 'feminist'
is spelled 'd-y-k-e."

Editorial Policy
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget
Sound. Opinions and advertisements published by The Trail do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Associated Students, the University, or its Board of Trustees.
Staff editorials (unsigned editorials) are the majority opinion of the core staff unless
otherwise stated. Guest opinions are printed at the discretion of the editor. The Trail
reserves the right not to printt letters over 300 words due to space constraints.
Otherwise, letters are printed as received All letters must have a signature and a phone
number, and are due by Tuesday at 5 pm. Anonymous letters will only be printed in
special circumstances at the discretion of the editor. Letters and other correspondence
may be addressed to: The Trail,University of Puget Sound, 1500 N.Warner
Tacoma, WA, 98416

Today, despite these continuing difficulties, it seems that the women's movement has
been superceded by abortion issues. The cause of feminism, however, is certainly not
dead. As Ms. magazine said in December of 1988, "today's 26 year-olds face a
movement that is established, institutionalized, and even, perhaps, a little set in its
ways." Younger women are able to "take their personhood absolutely for granted" in the
words of Betty Freidan, and have taken the changes made in their status to mean that
they have reached equality. Yet women are still expected to be "supermoms" who
juggle home and family while managing to have successful careers. Many women who
decide to have both job and family arc put on the "mommy track," with fewer career
opportunities and less pay. These are the issues that will follow us into the nineties,
and which still need to be addressed.
The attitudes behind discrimination arc the hardest thing to change; women have held
a subordinate position in society for thousands of years. Great changes have been made
in modern society, but the realities of sexism are still here. Childcare issues, equal
opportunity employment, and sexual abuse are the major problems that our generation
must try to solve for it is we who will be affected. Yet it is still important to recognize
sex discrimination in any area. By changing the reality of sexism to one of equality, we
may be able to eliminate the psychology that causes it.
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Staff Editorial

Bike racks are all wet

We all agree that the recent changes brought to our campus, such as
the filling in of Lawrence street in front of the SUB, have been a success.
There is, however, at least one minor design flaw in our revamped
campus: the lack of adequate places to lock a bike. Okay, so it's not so
grandiose a topic, but remember this is a mid-semester worry. Global
problems are much easier to contemplate when you are on a summer
picnic. Bike racks are a central concern when you are late for a nine
o'clock class, trying to remember the distinction between inductive and
deductive logic for the morning quiz, and trying to keep your bicycle out
of the clutches of thieves--all at once. Obviously, now is the right time to
be thinking about bike racks.
The bike racks on the north side of the SUB are quite unacceptable.
Not only are they partially exposed so that you get rained on, but they
only take padlocks--the kind you put on your high school gym locker. Go
take a look at them if you haven't seen them. They don't accommodate
chains, cables, or bar locks--the kind of devices most cyclists use. They
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are definitely a cute invention, (someone in a boardroom in New York
probably thought of them,) and they probably cost the university a lot of
money. They are also a great hindrance to anyone that rides their bike to
school.
Maybe we could take a step back in time to the days of simplicity,
when bike racks were more like the ones they have at the fieldhouse and
near the library. These consist basically of bars bolted to the ground.
There still is another flaw, however, that even these bike racks share: go
lock your bike there on a rainy day to find out just what it is.

Letters
Trail pondered
A few weeks ago there was an editorial
explaining what The Trail is and what it
is not. Since then I have been reading the
paper and wondering about this further.
Is The Trail pertinent?
David Tomashck

Ott
Trail's sportsmanship commentators,
September 21, 1989 issue) lead to cheer
our guys to a big win?? The answer is
ZERO!!!
Berry and Joel, your comments are
worthy of note. However, you arc just as
much a part of the problem as the over
zealous fans are part of a solution. If the
moral zealots " of The Trail and the
student body would act and write to unify
our campus, instead of chastising and
isolating those who really care, ethos and
esprit de corps would be possible.
I have never claimed to be a saint (that
fact should be obvious by now); but I
have always cared for the University,
even to extremes at times. ' What
embarrasses me is not the fun of a few
people at a football game, but the lack of
esprit de corps and unity our campus
possesses.
Mike Haines
P.S. If you are so ignorant as to
think that P.L.U. is the bastion of
sportsmanship -- guess again. They tore
our only sign down, tossed various
produce/grocery items at our alumni, and
displayed, as well as chanted, particularly
vulgar anti-UPS slogans.
"

TheTrail lacks
Haines' spirit
As sure as night follows day, our
campus, and its student body, fall victim
to a group of scurrilous "moral zealots "
who belittle our fine institution and its
seemingly frivolous attempt at esprit de
corps. Camnus ethos and spirit are
desired, but is it realistic in light of the
self-righteous, hypocritical benevolence
displayed by some members of the
campus community.
Recently, The Trail [Sept. 21] in its
divine wisdom, falsely chastised spirited
members of the student body for
participating in what they called
unsportsmanlike " conduct at the
UPS/PLU Football Game. This is
clearly a misnomer. Had it not been for
the few fans who bothered to cheer and
make signs (most of which was positive,
by the way), there would have been no
organized support for our guys on the
field -- less the cheerleaders.
I find it ironic that those who
complain the most do the least to
advance their own ideals of proper
sportsmanship and school spirit. How
many signs did The Trail produce to
cheer the Logger Football Squad to
victory?? How many chants did Berry
Cartwright and Joel Servantius (The
"

III
-

Alyson dislikes
Vern and Nigel
Congratulations, Vern and Nigel. With
your hate list last week [The Trail,
Sept. 28] you insulted a large group of
people, including myself. I find this type
of list a bit ridiculous, but I know of no
other way to answer the two of you.
Here, then, for the sake of contrast, is

my list.
Things I Like:
life on Lawrence Street
Another Roadside Attraction by Tom
Robbins
the huge tree between McIntyre and Jones
Harold and Maude
The Preludes and Passages program
milkshakes from The Cellar
Mount Rainier
philosophical people
Sugar Magnolia " by the Grateful Dead
curly hair
pesto sauce (that green, gooey stuff)
the new strectlamps on campus
"

poppyseed muffins from the sub (the
banana ones are also good)
The Inside Theatre
the color blue
Dangerous Liaisons
friends that know how to cook
There you have it.
Alyson Clark

Samantha ain't
no 'girly man'
I resent being called a "girl), man. "
[The Trail, Sept. 28] I am neither, and if
Vern and Nigel had read my letter to the
bottom they would have seen that was
so. I always sign my writing with my
full, real name, welcoming responsibility
for any flak that may fly. Not only do
Vern " and "Nigel " not use their real
names and so avoid responsibility for
their columns, their columns claim no
protection from the Trail, which runs its
disclaimer at the top. Hooray Trail, that
"

they have enough sense to say "The boys
are alone. " Boo Trail for continuing to
print the crap " the boys " write in their
badly written, unresearched, puerile,
confrontational columns.
Vern and Nigel 's columns wouldn't be
as bad as they are (although they would
still be pretty awful) if they backed their
claims with facts. If " the boys " did,
perhaps I could forgive their general
obnoxiousness. However, the
combination of bad writing and bad
attitude choke me.
Vern, Nigel:and The Trail may think
their column is a cute way to be
controversial. Vern and Nigel are merely
two people who want to mouth off, and
for the life of me I can 't imagine why
The Trail lets them get away with it.
Samantha Kahn

The right place
to complain
Why doesn ' t anyone bring up
safety/security issues at the weekly Food
and Safety Committee meetings? The
committee meets every Monday at 3:00
p.m. in SUB 212, and the meetings are
open to all students. At these meetings
the facts surrounding campus security
issues are discussed. If people would
simply take the time to attend with their
concerns perhaps we wouldn 't have such
a proliferation of misinformation going
around, and maybe the people who have
complaints about campus safety could
get something productive done, (instead
of just complaining!).
Steve Raiman

;=>
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Letters (continued)
Thabo objects
to interview
Your recent issue on Racism [The
Trail, Sept. 21, 1989] made it difficult
for the readers to understand what Thabo
Mokoena wanted to say. To be frank, I
was disgusted by almost everything he
said. I hardly spent two minutes reading
the article. Perhaps we should clarify
some of the details of that article. Let us
carefully make a distinction between
apartheid and racism and how they are
related.
Apartheid is a policy, and not a
system. Racism is an offensive behavior
which affects, directly or indirectly, all of
us. Apartheid and racism originate from
the same source, namely, an irrational
significance we attach to color and race.
The policy of apartheid supports and
formally institutionalizes cleavages
between population groups by using
characteristics such as language,
ethnicity, race, color of skin, culture and
the like. The welfare of these population
groups is determined further by the
weight that is given to the size of the
group: smaller groups are better than
large ones because they make it easier for
the government to be romantic about
notions of democracy. Consequently, the
accommodation of smaller population
groups in the government lends
legitimacy and control to the government
without jeopardizing its ideology of
nondemocratic totalitarian control. In
addition, the accommodation of the
population groups is possible only when
the groups are inherently power deficient
and are prepared to facilitate decision
make efficacy in policy structures and
conflict regulation. Power deficiency and
the exclusion of a group that constitutes
a threat to the maintenance of the
system, necessarily create an inefficient
government that spends more time
dealing with social conflict than creating
a democracy.
Within this framework of
fragmentation, one's identity is historical
traditional values passes by old
generations and accepted or rejected by
young generations; and by economic
environment from which welfare and
human dignity acquire meaning through
educational achievement, equal
opportunity, and one's status in workplace. This is apartheid. It adversely
affects Indians, mixed race and, to a much
serious extent, blacks who constitute the
majority of the population in South
Africa.
Apartheid is, therefore, a principle of
existence in so far as it shapes our
economic, mental, biological, and
emotional well being. It is indeed a
principle in so far as it creates an
ecological web in which the
instrumentality of livelihood of one
species one-sidedly serves another
species' needs within the same kingdom.
The ultimate result of the application of
this principle is the existence of great
disparities in livelihood, cultural
disadvantage, and repressive system of
domination of the majority by the

minority.
The fact that one small population
group (whites) dominates others creates a
mental attitude and a founded fear that
generates discomfort, hatred and
insecurity when the groups interact in
social institutions, market place and
political cycles. This is when racism
comes in. Racism becomes a fact of life.
It becomes a macrocosm; it commands
the destiny of men from the cradle until
the body mingles with the dust of the
ground. It determines the distribution of
economic provender to fulfill the needs of
creed and wretchedness. Oh me, the word
color ...
In whatever context, racism is an
irrational behavior originating from the
importance we attach to color or race. We
need to understand this. It forces us to
deal with those people among whom we
feel comfortable. And, as long as we are
within the confines of our socio-cultural
and economic zones, we behave in such a
way that we have little or no reasons to
be concerned about racial or interracial
interaction. But in many cases we are
exposed to the people we really do not
have desire to deal with. Thus, in most
situations our discomfort about racism is
determined by how conscious and selfconscious we are about our own attitudes
and the attitudes of others.
From my personal experience, I have
found that racism hurts very much when
I do not have any attitude about a
potentially irrational behavior; that is,
when I presume that white people I am
with are matured and experienced enough
to avoid being unreasonable.
On form of racism that is worse than
an ordinary one is covert racism. This
form of racism is usually apparent in
commercial situations where workers,
due to their unfounded suspicion or
dislike for blacks, create a situation that
either eventually amounts to harassment
and/or create a get-the-hell-out-of-here
state of tension. This is usually the cause
of intended or unintended infliction of
emotional distress to those who have to
deal with this kind of harassment. The
problem with this kind of behavior is
that the workers might be convinced that
they did not have any racist attitude when
dealing with the clients of color. All
these questions: "May I help you?" "Is
there something in particular you are
looking for?" "Do you know what kind
of book you are looking for?" are, in
most cases, strongly pronounced when
they are directed to a person of color.
This kind of interaction is found in
both the US and South Africa. I wish to
emphasize that this interaction is almost
natural but it differs in tone and degree. It
is only bad when the attitude of the mind
and the tone of the voice literally
articulate the consideration given to color
or race.
The sad thing about racism is that it is
far more spread than AIDS. Its aggregate
consequence are poverty, lack of equal
opportunity, and personal guilt. On top
of that, our color-conscious attitudes can
make it difficult for us to tell the truth
and stand for truth in the midst of
tension, especially in our classes and at
work.

can re-open the lines of interfaith
communication and work together for the
common good.
Herman Westreich

To sum up: We need to realize that the
significance we attach to color and race,
which culminated into apartheid policy
and discriminatory attitudes and practices,
can be a source of sever emotional
distress to all of us. We can do without
racism. it takes only love; everything
else will take care of itself. Yes, it takes
love for humanity, love for diversity,
love for dignity, love for equality, and
love for its own sake.
Thabo Mokoena

Students need
better methods
I applaud the ASUPS for deciding to
publish results from faculty evaluations.
Students at many universities do this,
and it makes good sense. I am distressed,
however, at the completely random and
unscientific method chosen by the
ASUPS. The ASUPS should have
sought access to the university
evaluations that are periodically
administered to students. The university
evaluations are 1) administered to all
students in a given class, and are thus far
more representative, 2) administered in
such a way that only one response per
student is possible, 3) far more
comprehensive.
The ASUPS system is similar, and
about as scientific as, call-in "instant
polls" conducted by radio and television
statements. To cite the most obvious
deficiency, a student (or a professor for
that matter!) could submit hundreds of
bogus evaluations to the ASUPS.
My suggestion is that the ASUPS
should negotiate with the administration
so that the regularly scheduled faculty
evaluations are made public, and that data
from at least some questions can be
published. Most of the questions from
the current ASUPS form is contained in
the evaluation given by the university,
but new questions might be added. If this
were not possible, the ASUPS could
design a form to be distributed along
with university evaluation forms in the
classroom.
As the ASUPS system stands,
however, it will be a totally unreliable
measure of student opinions regarding
their courses and instructors. Were I a
student, I would insist on a more
scientific method.
Don Share
Associate Professor,
Chair, P&G

Herman takes
Tom to task
I didn't want to respond to a response
(to my editorial), but I feel I must. In his
letter [The Trail, Sept. 28], Mr. Joyce
accuses me of "anti-Catholicism." This
certainly is not my position nor the
intent of my letter. Frankly, I find it
quite inappropriate though to even
mention such a thing in a letter about the
Holocaust. I do see how Mr. Joyce and
others would be offended by my letter and
for that I apologize. However, my
opinion on the Catholic Church
regarding this matter does not instill the
hatred Mr. Joyce accuses me of. The only
problem I have is with the Polish
Church's blatant anti-Semitism and the
Vatican's silence which has since
changed. Mr. Joyce, I was offended by
your condescending comment that I, as a
Jew who suffers injustices, would not
inflict them on others.
It was incorrect for me to say that the
Catholic Church did nothing on behalf of
the Jews during the Holocaust, they did
do something, the Catholic Church did
lift a finger. If that offends you, Mr.
Joyce or anybody else, I'm sorry but that
is the truth. Let's not try to brag about
the Church's effort on behalf of the Jews
during the Holocaust.
The bottom line is the Vatican had
been silent on the convent at Auschwitz
issue for more than six years and only
recently spoke out in support of the
agreement to move it. I am glad the
convent is finally being moved, now we
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Have your own opinion.
But make sure your letters are under
300 words and that you include your name
and phone number. We will no longer
print any letters that are over 300 words.
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Make the
Pizza Cellar
your hideaway from REALITY!!

